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ITEM 1: Cluster Learning/Operational Outcomes 
 
Discussion Discussed the three Learning/Operational Outcomes for the current cycle 

that we will need to assess: 

1. Student Satisfaction 
2. Graduate Satisfaction 
3. Effectiveness of our Undecided Workshops 

Graduate satisfaction is being targeted for improvement this cycle because 
our “achievement target” for last cycle was 80%, and we only hit 78%. 
We are hoping the re-opening of the Boca Raton Career Center will 
improve our graduates’ satisfaction with career services provided at the 
College. (Noted that the recent closing of the Belle Glade Career Center 
may again effect satisfaction). 

Data Source:  None 
 
Action: 1) Tracy will report our Outcomes for this cycle to Karen Pain 2) Each 

campus will assess #1 and submit data to the person in the Cluster (TBD) 
compiling and submitting results to IRE/Compliance Assist by the 
deadline (end of May- exact date not announced yet).  

 
  
ITEM 2:   Traitify Career Interest Assessment (formerly “Woofound”) 

 
Discussion Boca Raton, Lake Worth, and Palm Beach Gardens Career Centers have 

now all tried/tested the Traitify assessment in our effort to find something 
that we feel confident in recommending as an appropriate career 
assessment tool to use in New Student Orientation or other settings outside 
of the Career Centers. Also had the peer advisors in PBG try it and 
provide feedback.  Both employee and student feedback has been 
overwhelmingly positive.  Decided that in addition to a request that the 
College fund the licensing of the tool, we will also incorporate our 
recommendation as part of our Guided Pathways plan. 



 
 
 
Data Source:    
 
Action: Tracy will draft our Cluster Guided Pathways recommendation and 

Traitify funding request and submit initial draft to Sandy and Cindy to 
review.  Refined draft will be sent to Cluster members for review/input.  
Final version will be submitted to Vice President of Student Services, P. 
Barbatis and Guided Pathways Task Force. 

 
 
ITEM 3: PDF Page Views 
 
Discussion Reviewed spreadsheet of year-to-year comparison of what students are 

looking at in CSO. Tracy noted that the “page views” counter was reset for 
current year (and should be done each July). 

 
Data Source:  None 
 
Action: It does not appear that we need to change any linked resources at this time, 

due to extreme under use, but Cluster members can make 
recommendations about linked resources at any time keeping in mind that 
a new resource should generally replace an old one, otherwise too many 
resource become overwhelming for students. 

 

ITEM 4: “What Can I Do With a Major In” Resource 
 
Discussion Reminded everyone that we are looking for a new resource to replace the 

S“What Can I Do With a Major In” that we currently use (explained in 
Sept, 2016 Cluster meeting minutes).  Encouraged everyone that although 
Lake Worth Career Center is spearheading this project, if anybody sees an 
exceptional resource, preferably not affiliated with a particular school, to 
please show their coordinator. 

  
Data Source: http://www.palmbeachstate.edu/vpss/documents/CareerClusterMinutes9-

8-16.pdf and 
 http://www2.isu.edu/career/majors/default.html 
 
Action: Will share resource recommended by Lake Worth with all Cluster 

members before final decision is made in Jan. or Feb. 
 
 

 

http://www.palmbeachstate.edu/vpss/documents/CareerClusterMinutes9-8-16.pdf
http://www.palmbeachstate.edu/vpss/documents/CareerClusterMinutes9-8-16.pdf
http://www2.isu.edu/career/majors/default.html


 

 

ITEM 12: Other -  
 

1. Discussion Nikki C. brought up the fact that the Career Mentor 
Network is a fantastic tool to use with students who are exploring 
careers, but we need more, covering more occupations.  Tracy 
explained that Career Mentor recruitment is everyone’s responsibility 
in the Cluster.  Amber P. coordinates it administratively (annual 
updating, procedures related to enrollment/maintenance, etc.), but is 
not solely responsible for recruitment. Tracy mentioned a couple of 
things she does in an effort to recruit, such as ensuring her supervisor 
has Mentor brochures when he goes to Chamber meetings and trying 
to recruit personal contacts. Amber mentioned she does solicit 
employer contacts from the CSO database- those who post jobs.  
Sandy said she will solicit employers at their upcoming Job Fair.  
Noted that even if we run out of brochures, we cannot have more 
printed because the Cluster budget was cut this year.  We will 
hopefully be able to print more next year if the budget allows.  

2. Career Center website (homepage and CSO student homepage) 
Several Cluster members expressed the opinion that the Career Center  
Webpages (both College CMS and CSO) are in need of redesigning.  
Tracy explained that we can make changes to CSO student, employer,  
and mentor homepages at any time (as well as linked documents),  
however the Career Center pages (College CMS) may not be a  
possibility at this time because the College is preparing to switch to a  
new CMS product.  Rather than simply redesigning CSO student  
homepage, there may need to be a larger discussion about what  
resources should be in CSO, therefore requiring log-in, and what  
should be made publicly available, on CMS pages. 
 

Data Source:  None 
 
Action: 1.  Tracy will work with Amber to compile list of gaps and then send to 

Cluster members to pick areas to commit to recruiting for. 

 2.  All were in agreement that we should wait until the new CMS is in 
place to start the redesign of both. 
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